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Installations permettant d'examiner à Chalk River

les éléments combustibles expérimentaux après leur irradiation-

par

E. Mizzan et R.J. Chenier

Résumé

L'expansion des installations post-irradiation à Chalk River

et l'amélioration soutenue du matériel et des techniques d'examen

en cellule chaude donnent un soutien accru au programme canadien de

développement des combustibles nucléaires. Les cellules chaudes,

qu'on utilise essentiellement pour l'examen des combustibles

expérimentaux, permettent d'examiner en moyenne 40 éléments et 110

échantillons métallographiques par trimestre. Les progrès réalisés

en matière d'essais ultrasoniques, de préparation des échantillons

métallographiques, de stockage des matières actives, de filtration

des déchets radioactifs et de contrôle de matière fissile, permettent

d'accroître l'efficacité et la sûreté des opérations effectuées dans

les cellules chaudes.

* Rapport présenté au 25e Congrès de 1'American Nuclear Society tenu

à San Francisco, Californie, du 27 novembre au 2 décembre 1977.

Le thème de ce congrès était la technologie des systèmes de

té 1^commande.
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ABSTRACT

Expansion of post-irradiation facilities at the Chalk River
Nuclear Laboratories and steady improvement in hot-cell techniques
and equipment are providing more support to Canada's reactor fuel
development program. The hot-cell facility primarily used for
examination of experimental fuels averages a quarterly throughput
of 40 elements and 110 metallographic specimens. New developments
in ultrasonic testing, metallographic sample preparation, active
storage, active waste filtration, and fissile accountability are
coming into use to increase the efficiency and safety of hot-cell
operations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The success of Canada's program to develop heavy-water-
moderated power reactors [Canada Deuterium Uranium-Pressurized
Heavy Water (CANDU-PHW)]U) is in part due to the ability to
irradiate full-scale experimental fuel bundles in controlled
pressurized water irradiation test sections (loops) of the NRU
reactor at the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL)(2) . A
typical CANDU fuel bundle (Figure 1) consists of from 18 to 37
cylindrical elements welded to end plates. It is 0.5 m long
x 0.1 m in diameter and weighs 24 kg (~55 lb). To make more
efficient and flexible use of our test loops, a demountable
element bundle of similar design is being used in which the
outer 16 elements are removable. This is illustrated in Figure
2. Because of the vertical orientation of the loop pressure
tubes, up to six bundles are held together in a string assembly.

A complete analysis of fuel performance of our proto-
typical, experimental, and demountable element bundles requires
a thorough post-irradiation examination. Examination capabilities
at CRNL have improved considerably since our last report(3) by
the addition of underwater inspection(4) and neutron radiography
facilities,(5) and by expansion and improvements to our hot-cell
complex. This paper deals mainly with the latter.

2. GENERAL

An overall view of our irradiated fuel examination
operations is shown in Figure 3. Two types of examination are
generally done s interim and final. Interim examinations aid
in assessing the behaviour of the fuel by periodic inspection
between irradiation phases. Nondestructive methods are used
and they are usually performed underwater(4) (visual and leak
testing) so that the fuel may be quickly returned to the reactor.
If desired, neutron radiography(5) and in-cell measurements can
be done on the removable elements from the demountable element
bundles.
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After irradiation testing is complete, the fuel bundles are cut
up or dismantled into individual elements, inspected and measured
in the Universal Cells. These cells are operated by the Plant
Operations Division as a general service facility.(*) Selected
elements are neutron radiographed to study in-service cracking
and relocation of U02 fuel pellets, to detect the presence of
hydride in the sheathing and moisture inside the elements (indi-
cating cladding failure), and to observe the physical condition
of internal components.(') Neutron radiographs are extremely
useful as a guide for cutting the fuel elements during the final
and more detailed examination in the hot cells.

3. HOT-CELL FACILITY

3.1 History and General Description

Figure 4 gives an updated layout of the hot-cell facility
at CRNL. In 1965, it consisted of two general purpose cells
(Caves 1 and 2) situated back-to-back with a shielded service
area between them, one mechanical testing cell, a complete
metallographic line, and one metallograph cell.(3) A second
metallograph cell was commissioned in 1967. In 1972, a large
sample preparation cell (Cave 3) was built to replace the
metallographic facility that was a congested line of small
shielded dry-boxes where operations were hampered by poor vis-
ibility, restricted maneuverability, and limited access. The
front shielding wall of the old line was left standing and the
space behind it is used to store active in-cell equipment. Two
additional mechanical test cells, a horizontal storage facility
(for irradiated material), and an equipment storage room have
also been built within the past 12 years. In the isolated
service room between the three caves, a new active liquid wastes
solids separation system is being installed.

The facility is located on the basement floor at the south
end of the two-story Metallurgy Building (375). The cell work
area, including the service room, occupies an ~18 x 13-m floor
space. It contains ten work stations, each equipped with a pair
of master-slave manipulators. Access to the back of the cells
is from the shielded isolation room - there is no access from
above. Irradiated fuels are transported by truck in shielded
casks and moved about the cell complex by 4.5 - (5-ton) and 5.4-Mg
(6-ton) hoists on an overhead monorail. Transfers into the cells
are made through small (8-cm-square) wall ports. Air exhaust
fans and filtration equipment (except for the in-cell filters of
Cave 3) are located in the attic above the cell area.

3.2 Second Metallograph Cell

The cell is 3.6 m long x 1.2 m deep with 0.6-m-thick
concrete walls (4.5 g/cm3) and a 0.2-m-thick cast-iron door.
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A part of the cell wall was rebuilt to accommodate a Leitz MM5 RT
remote metallograph (Figure 5). The microscope optics and stage
assembly are inside the cell behind a removable lead shielding
wall. The entire unit rests on a set of tracks so it can be
rolled out of the cell for servicing.

An in-cell shielded storage block accommodates up to 288
mounted metallographic specimens (Figure 6), thereby reducing the
radiation fields and prolonging the useful life of the optics on
the microscopes in both metallograph cells. Also, microscope
repairs or adjustments that cannot be made remotely are done
manually by entering the cell after all the exposed samples have
been stored.

3.3 Sample Preparation Cell

Cell 3 is 5.2 m long x 1.8 m deep with a 0.4-m-thick cast-
iron rear door and wall. The front wall is 0.25 m of lead. The
side walls are constructed on high density concrete with lead
facing. The working surface is comprised of a grid of three
standard sizes of steel plates on which equipment such as mounting
presses and polisher/grinders are mounted. Only the necessary
parts to allow easy operation are above the working surface. A
filter compartment containing a 25-pm Micro-Klean II filter car-
tridge is attached beneath each polisher/grinder module to filter
the grinding sludge before it reaches the cell drain. The filters
generally require replacement every eight working days. All
connections to hydraulic fluid, water, and electricity are made
below the working surface. Enerpac hoses carrying hydraulic
fluid or water are connected to the equipment by Bruning Quick-
Disconnect couplers so that the modules can be easily removed
remotely. Three polisher/grinders have been replaced over the
past five years with little difficulty and loss of time, where
previously, replacement of these items would have required a
four- to six-week shutdown.

A table on casters is used to introduce or remove heavy
equipment. It can be pushed into the service room using a steel
rod inserted through a hole in the front wall. A remotely con-
trolled bridge-mounted mechanical arm handles small loads (up to
45 kg) from inside the service room.

Ventilation for this cell was built separate from the main
system which serves the other cells and isolation room. It is a
once-through system where inlet air is drawn in from leakage to
maintain the cell atmosphere at a slightly reduced pressure of
~125 Pa (0.5 in H 20). In-cell filtration of the exhaust air
employs a medium efficiency, pleated, disposable-type filter
manufactured by Farr as a roughing filter just above the working
surface. A Cambridge Absolute filter and a Barneby and Cheney
Model 7FE-A activated charcoal filter are under the working
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surface. A backup absolute filter is mounted into the exhaust
duct above the cell. The in-cell filters are changed remotely.
Some difficulty has been experienced in obtaining an acceptable
seal on both the absolute and charcoal filter assemblies; design
modifications are in progress.

3.4 Active Storage

A horizontal storage facility was built in 1969 to retain
cut fuel sections until examination results have been interpreted
and reported. It contains 33 steel tubes (0.08 x 0.08 x 2.7 m

• long) cast in a concrete block buried below ground outside the
basement wall. Long (0.6-m) storage drawers are loaded or
unloaded by using a pushrod through a shielded transfer flask
(Figure 7). The flask is aligned with the tube openings using
a motorized lift table on tracks- Adequate drawer/receptacle
clearance must be maintained for easy loading. Gamma radiation
through the gap and front opening is minimized by a tight fitting
end plug.

3.5 Recent Developments

Po Usher/Grinder

An automated polisher/grinder, adapted to a Cell 3 module,
has increased the efficiency and reduced manipulator damage in
the preparation of metallographic specimens. The unit employs a
Buehler low-speed polisher/grinder minus the polishing bowl. The
drive shaft is replaced by a modified shaft that is longer and
drives a sample carrier via Morse Timing sprockets and transmis-
sion belts. The sample carrier was designed at CRNL and is
capable of grinding or polishing from one to five samples, thus
eliminating the need for blank mounts (Figure 8). Pressure is
applied to each sample by individual pneumatically-activated
pistons controlled by a pressure regulating valve. Any sample
can be easily removed for examination at any stage of preparation
without having tc adjust the others. The rate of material remo-
val can be controlled very closely by the choice of pressure and
silicon carbide grit. The last two features are proving to be
very useful for pinpointing the location of special details,
particularly in conjunction with ultrasonic testing.

Ultrasonic Testing

An ultrasonic pulse-echo technique, presently under devel-
opment, promises to become a valuable aid in detecting very small
cracks and/or depressions on the inner surface of irradiated fuel
sheaths for subsequent metallographic examination. In a make-
shift in-cell test, a 15-MHz transducer was set up at a pre-fixed
angle and the fuel element, resting on a V-block assembly, was
translated and rotated by manipulator. Preliminary results
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demonstrated that sheath cracks with a depth as small as 10% of
the 0.4-mm-thick wall can be detected without interference from
the presence of cracked UO2 pellets.(8) A more sophisticated and
fully automated fixture was recently fabricated and a program has
been initiated to correlate the ultrasonic signals from irradiated
full-length fuel elements with metallographic observations.

3.6 Operating Experience

The hot-cell facility is operated by CRNL's Fuel Engineer-
ing Branch mainly for detailed examinations of experimental fuel
elements. These examinations include visual inspection (stereo
microscope), leak testing, gamma scanning, puncture and fission
gas analysis, cutting for chemical analysis, stress corrosion
cracking tests, and metallographic examination. All examinations,
as well as the daily operation, are coordinated through a super-
visory professional and a senior technician. The experimenter
defines his experiment and relates instructions for the work to
be performed by a standard job request form. Priorities are
established by cell supervision, often in consultation with the
research groups. Priorities are sometimes modified to fulfill
the irradiation testing program or to utilize the facility to
best advantage.

The manipulators and all of the examinations are done by
a senior technician and five technical assistants. They report
the results in the form of technical memoranda. With the exper-
ience they have gained over the years, the technical personnel
have become very competent in assessing the results and under-
standing their significance in relation to other tests, thereby
often contributing recommendations for further examinations.

With the improvements in equipment and operating techniques,
hot-cell operation over the past three years has maintained an
average quarterly throughput of 40 fuel elements (half of which
are usually punctured for fission gas analysis) and 110 metallo-
graphic specimens. Many of the metallographic specimens are
examined after several successive stages of grinding and polish-
ing, and usually five or six photomicrographs are made per
specimen.

4. NUCLEAR CRITICALITY SAFETY

Nuclear criticality safety in the'Tîot-cell area is main-
tained by strict administrative control of fissile material. Mass
limits well below the minimum critical mass have been established
for each cell and storage area. Also, operating procedures,
approved by a Criticality Panel, are strictly followed. A special
transfer form listing the identity and weights of the fissile
materials accompanies all transfers of irradiated fuels entering
the building. These forms must be signed by the Criticality
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Officer for the building and an authorized person from the hot-cell
facility. This acknowledges that the acceptance of the listed
material will not exceed the approved criticality limit. Computer
cards are made up for each fuel item handled. A computerized
inventory recording system is used to maintain a fissile inventory
for each cell and storage area to ensure the fissile limit is not
exceeded. For example, the computer printout for tube 6 of the
horizontal storage block (as given in Figure 9) shows a total
2 3 5U content of 53.0 g, which is well below the limit of 200 g
per tube.

5. ACTIVE WASTES DRAINAGE SYSTEM

To prevent uncontrolled accumulation of solid fissile
material (as sludge) in the cells' drainage system, which might
present a criticality hazard, a filtration system for removing
particulates from the active liquid wastes has been fabricated
and will soon be installed in the service room (see Figure 4).
A model of the installation is shown in Figure 10. The existing
cell drains (1) will be connected to a gravity drain header (2)
in a concrete tank-cell (3) below the floor. The tank-cell
accommodates a filter tank (4) with four filter assemblies (5)
of 25-pm filters and two holding tanks (6) with sampling facil-
ities. The required piping runs in a covered pipe chase (7)
below the floor. The pumping system consists of an accessible
metering pump (8), outside the isolation room, with a remote
reagent head that is inside a shielded enclosure along with the
remote valving (9). The filtered waste is pumped directly into
the plant waste disposal system. Removable lead-filled floor
slabs (10) over the tank-cell permit normal floor use in the
area. The center slabs contain access ports for filter removal
into a shielded transfer flask.

The design is intended to collect and control solid fissile
material discharged as waste from the hot cells to ensure criti-
cality safety. The geometry of the filter assembly will be ever-
safe with respect to criticality. The system will also permit
more effective management of active liquid wastes. With holding
tanks and a sampling station, the filtered waste can be analyzed
before it is discharged to the plant active waste disposal system.
Provisions are made for recycling the filtrate, if necessary, and
also for periodic flushing of the drain lines to prevent the
buildup of large quantities of solid waste.
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FIGURE 1 The CANDU 28-elament bundle
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FIGURE 6 In-cell storage block: (1) end shielding plug, (2) metallographic sample,
(3) storage tube, and (4) lid (part of work surface)



FIGURE 7 Front face of horizontal storage block (right) and transfer flask on lift
tacie (center). Note lead shielding plugs in each numbered storage opening



FIGURE 8
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FIGURE 9 Computer printout showing fissile contents of tube 6 in horizontal
storage block
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